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CRAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
It has been the belief of some case workers at the 
Judge Baker Guidance Center that it is difficult to keep in 
treatment the mothers of children who are referred for a 
problem involving psyaho-sexual development; children who 
have become fixated at one stage in their development. 
This stui.y shall be an attempt to see if this 
resistance to treatment is a pattern in fifteen oases 
presenting a problem in the area of psycho-sexual develop-
ment and to find out what is the basis for this resistanae 
and its relation to the maternal attitudes towards the 
ahild. 
The writer shall endeavor to answer the following 
questions: 
1. What are the maternal attitudes toward the 
ahild with a sexual problem, what is their 
relation to the problem? 
2. 
3. 
4. 
What is the nature of the personality pat-
tern in these mothers? 
Does the maternal attitude towards the 
child affect the mothers' aaaeptanae of 
the problem? 
Fow does the maternal att it ud e toward the 
child and problem affect the outaome of 
treatment? 
1 
SCOPE A!m UET"OD 
Information for this study was gathered through the 
intake book and closed record file between the years 1947 
and 1951. From a total of fifty cases, fifteen met the 
set requirements: (a) a problem in the sexual area of d evel-
opment, (b) mother seen a minimum of three interviews with 
the social worker, (c) closed case. No differentiation 
will be made as to sex, nor will an age limit be imposed 
other than what is already set at the Judge Baker Guidance 
center, six through sixteen years. 
SOURCES OF~ 
Information was gathered from the recorded material 
of social worker, psychiatrist and psychologist, and was 
noted on a schedule formulated by the writer. The schedule* 
was filled out from the above material and the resulting 
inforrmtion was studied in the light of the purpose of this 
stuiy. In addition, accepted texts and periodicals form 
the basis of the theoretical discussion. 
MET"OD OF PRESEIIT.ATION 
Material in this paper will cover a theoretical dis-
cussion of the deviations in psycho-sexual development as 
found in the literature. This discussion will be psycho-
analytically oriented with the emphasis on maternal-child 
I' *see Appendix. 
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relationships. A discuss ion of t" e material gathered from 
the fifteen cases will be presented, plus eight in detail 
which illustrate prevalent attitudes, and a summary and con-
clusions will be drawn from the case material. 
LDUTATIONS 
This study is limited to case material obtained from 
the Judge Baker Guidance Center and any conclusions made by 
the writer can pertain only to the fifteen cases studied. 
'rh ere were d iff erenc es in the amount of mat erial 
recorded by the social worker, psychiatrist and psychologist, 
with some records more complete than others. There was no 
attempt to evaluate th.e technique of the thera~ists involved 
in the case and in each instance the thinking of the clinical 
staff was accepted as final. 
In all discussion of emotions, attitudes and feelings, 
the question of subjectivity arises which cannot be dis-
credited. Since the writer is dealing with attitudes 
expressed by the mother and seen by the clinical staff 
involved in the case, this subjectivity must be considered 
as a limitation. Lastly, the writer's subjectivity enters 
the picture in relation to what she considers important 
wj,en abstracting case records. 
3 
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T'R"E AGENCY 
In 1911, after a visit to the Healy Institute in 
Chicago, Judge Harvey Baker recommended the establishment 
of a small full-time clinic for the intensive study of 
"baffling oases" that were seen at the juvenile court. 
After his death, interest in the possibility of a clinic 
was taken up by other citizens, headed by Judge Cabot. 
Judge Cabot's committee stirred up a good deal of interest 
and by 1917 the Judge Baker Foundation came into being. 
Judge Cabot became President, and Doctors Healy and 
Bronner were brought from Chicago to head the set-up. In 
1933, the clinic took its present title. 
Early cases were mainly diagnostic studies for the 
juvenile court with recommendations made in 1 ight of the 
findings. Little treatment was done. The main focus was 
on recording histories, with interviews with children and a 
follow-up study by a social worker. 
In the mid-twenties pressure from social agencies 
resulted in the clinic taking difficult cases from the 
agencies for diagnostic evaluation and recommendation. 
By 1930, the clinic was financially able to expand 
the social service department, dividing it into two divi-
sions, diagnostic and treatment. With this change, there 
was a change in emphasis and it was decided that the child 
4 
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and his parents would be treated by one agency ani the team 
of psychiatrist, social worker ani psychologist would co-
ordinate their roles in the diagnosis and treatment of the 
child and his environment. 
As the years progressed, the clinic became a train-
ing, teaching and research center, sharpening its primary 
goal that was originally stated by Freilerick P. Cabot. 
To free the growing individual from crippling 
mental and ernot ional hand i.e aps, to disc over 
talents, aid d isab ilit ie s and release pot en-
tialities, to check unfortunate beginnings 
of delinquency and crime, to foster valuable 
attitUdes, interests ani behavior in personal 
and social life - these are the gfneral pur-
poses of the Judge Baker Clinic. 
1 ru S!Q:r-;y .£! Twenty-Five Years - 1917-1942, 
Judge Baker GuTdanee Center, p.x. 
CFAPTER II 
THEORETICAL DISCUSSION 
The writer feels a discussion of the theoretical 
material in regard to psycho-sexual development of the 
individual in light of maternal attitudes toward the child 
is necessary to gain a clearer umerstarrl ing of the dynamics 
of the cases to be present ea.. 
studies in human behavior have often pointed to the 
conclusion that the family constellation is of paramount 
importance in influencing attitudes and behavior adjustments 
in both the nonnal and pathological fields. Different 
schools of psychology agree on the fundamental importaroe 
of the effects of family life upon the development of the 
individual. Flugel states that an 
individual outlook and point of view in 
dealing with many of the important ques-
tions of human existence can be expressed 
in terms of the position he has taken up 
with regard to the problems and difficul-
ties arising within t~e relatively narrON 
world of the family. 
Most of the problems of childhood are conditioned 
by the behavior of adults. The parents' experiero es, 1! 
,I 
attitudes, and behavior influence the character am behavior II 
1 Minna Field, "Maternal Attitmes Fourrl in Twenty-
Five Cases of Children with Behavior Primary Disorders, n 
American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, April 1940, p. 293. 
! 
6 
of the child who in turn carries this over to his adult life, 
his marital adjustments and to his children. They more or 
less bring into the parental relationship deeply ingrained 
attitudes relating to their own experieroes in childhood 
which may interfere with their conscious desire to make a 
suoo essful child-parent relations hip. These attitudes, 
rather than anything the parent may do, are responsible for 
the development of the child's character. Minna Field has 
summed this up when she said: 
The establishment and mairrt enanoe of 
healthy, affeotional relationships 
between parent and child is one of the 
essential features in t~e evolution of 
a healthy personality. 
In the development of the healthy individual, each 
1: 
successive phase of growth has to be resolved and incorporate¢ 
II ,, 
into the personality. The individual is primarily a nar-
oissistio being and the infant thinks of the people around 
him as an extent ion of himself to be used for his own endS• 
Prirr:ary id anti fie ation takes place before the child can 
distinguish the differeroe between himself and his parents. 
During the first year of life, the period that Freud terms 
the oral stage, it is normal for a baby to use outside 
stimulus to gratify his wishes. Gratification is necessary 
and appropriate, for if it is lacking there is retardation; 
2 Ibid, p. 294. 
,, 
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if gratification is prolonged and excessive beyond infancy, 
, one can see the beginnings of infantilization. As the 
' 
I child matures, secondary identification takes place and he 
I 
!' 
I' 
':.d· 
!learns there is a difference between himself and his parents. 
! 
Fe reacts to the parent as an individual and through identi-
fication with him, he learns to control his instinctual 
1 drives. If the relationship with the parents is rot a 
positive one and the child cannot toJerate the frustrations 
he must encounter because of lack of secondary gains, he 
does not resolve these two stages, the oral am anal, and 
conflicts and be)')avior disorders ~anifest themselves. 
At the third stage of development, the genital period~: 
' I the child begins to recognize the relation of his parents to 
each other •. At this period the Oedipal fantasy is at its 
height and the child tends to be drawn arnot ionally to the 
parent of the opposit e sex in an erotically tinged manner. 
In a wholesome situation, the parents help t}]e child to 
repress these drives and aid the child in identifying with 
the parent of the same sex. If this problem is not resolved, 
I
' one of the child's problems may be that of confused sexual 
identification. The boy may become fixated on the mother as 
I I a love object or regress to an earlier stage of expressing 
'!love through identification with the mother. Identification 
i with mother can protect the boy from incestuous desires and 
help him to gain mother's approval if she prefers girls. 
il 
I 
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II 
j Also, through this identification with mother the boy may 
I 
1 unconsciously hope to have the father whom he fears love him 
' ! as father loves mother. At the latency stage when the child !! 
II 
should normally be turning away from his body, his interests 1: 
li 
may be partially fixated and confusion as to his identity 
continues. Bisexuality is constitutionally present through-
out life, and a homosexual phase during early adolescence is '' 
part of a normal development, but full-blown homosexuality 
arises from an inability to solve the ambivalent relation-
ships of the Oedipal period. No:rmal identification becomes 
mixed or fixated and the child is hampered from moving for-
I ward. 
During the genital period, the child becomes curious 
about the difference between the sexes, the boy when seeing 
little girls without a penis may develop a castration complex 
if a proper explanation is not given. Conversely, the little 
girl when seeing boys develops penis envy. If this confusion 
and conflict is not handled, the girl may develop male 
characteristics, feel incomplete, etc. .t;xhibitionism 
(exhibiting one's body), voyeurism (desire to look), sexual 
acting out are all related to a fixation at one of the 
levels of development, t!Je child being unable to resolve 
the conflict or sublimate it into more desirable channels. 
There is m universal agreement as to the fundamental :i 
' 
cause of aberrant sexual practice. Some experts feel it is li 
+= 
:I 
I' 
II 
li 
j! 
due to constitutional am biolo@.i.cal disturbances with 
secondary psychological manifestations. ~other point of 
view is taken by the psychoanalytically orient eil schOol of 
thought who believe the behavior is shaped and moulded 
predominantly by psychological factors and emotional influ-
ence. Doctors Waggoner and Boyd, in an article on "Juvenile 
Aberrant sexual Behavior," stated: 
If some fixation of interest or psychic 
trauma prevents the normal transfer of 
erotism from oral to anal to genital 
zones, the individual continues to 
center eroticism in the primary areas 
wit,_, consequent perverted sexual 
behavior. 3 
In evaluating homosexual temencies and other aberra~~ 
,, 
what activities in children, two problems arise. One, to 
extent is this normal behavior in an experimental or 
mental stage in an individual who will make a normal 
II develop~: 
,I 
psycl-Jo- 1: 
sexual adjustment, or to what extent does it suggest over-
:I 
" whelming perverted. tendencies. The most serious are children! 
who reveal psycho-sexual difficulties related to difficulty 
in the early stages of the parent-child relationship, par-
ticularly with the mother. 
The attitudes that are dealt witr in t'his paper are 
those involved in the mother-child relationship on the 
3 Raymond Waggoner, David Boyd, M.D., "Juvenile 
Aberrant sexual Behavior," Journal of Orthopsychiat~, 
APril 1941, P• 275. 
10 
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assumption that the child's behavior patterns and, there-
fore, his behavioral disturbance are a response to the 
mother's feelings towards him. Dorothy Burlingham has 
stated it in these words: "a child's behavior since early 
infancy is a reaction to the mother's unconscious and con-
scious wishes." 4 Dr. Judith Silberphennig has stated in 
regard to the child's response to the mother: 
During pregnancy mother and child are a 
biological unit. Some women cannot sever 
this dependence once the umbilical cord 
is cut. Unconsciously they cannot accept 
the fact that the child is no longer part 
of their body and they attempt to utilize 
this strong attachment by projecting their 
problems onto the child. Bound by this 
close tie, the child reacts to mother's 
behavior and his reactions are related 
to and produced by her problems. The 
child's symptoms are products of the mother-
child relationship. The child is regarded 
so strongly by the mother as part of her 
body she feels free to use t"'e crild to 
express her hostility against another 
person she cannot reach, solve her own 5 genital fears and infantile fantasies. 
The writer would like to break down the various 
maternal attitudes and show their relationship to the prob-
lem. 
I 
II 
4 Dr. Judith Silberphennig, "Motber-'JYpes Encountered 1: 
in Child Guidance," American Journal ~ Orthopsychiatry, 1: 
July 1941, P• 478. ' 
5 Ibid, P• 475. 
12 
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David Levy in his book, Maternal Overprotection, 
has defined maternal overprotection as " ••• represeJ:Iting 
exaggerated maternal care of the child ••• exaggerations of 
the usual physical am social contacts, infantile care, pro-
tection against danger ••• n6 
A premise that cannot be overlooked is t!Je question 
of whether or not the child was wanted by tl-Je mother who 
reacts in this fashion. Assuming a normal desire for chil-
I 
I I! 
!, 
I' dren, all experiences that thwart or threaten possibilities ii 
., 
of pregnancy or its successful te:tmination are potent source~ 
of increased maternal longings. Often mothers who suffer 
from trials of prolonged anticipation of first born or 
becauee of long periods of relative sterility tend to be-
come more protective and indulgent of their offspring. In 
contrast, where mothers unconsciously or consciously did not 
want children, maternal overprotection can be regarded as 
overcompensation for these unconscious hostile feelings and 
its quantitative variation, an imex of strength of a com-
pensatory device. Dr. Levy believes "that maternal over-
protection represents a type of neurosis in which processes 
of guilt result in exaggerated maternal care." 7 
6 David Levy, Maternal Overprotection, P• 48. 
7 Levy, £E• cit., p. 119. 
I' 
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Helene Deutsoh speaks of the imulgent mother who 
subjeots herself to her child's tyranny while she exerts her 
1
1 
overprotectiveness in a passive way does so because of 
masochistic, guilt-laden sources. 8 
Levy found other faoto rs in the mother's life that 
further intensified this relationship. In reviewing ohild-
hood experienoes of twenty women in his oontrol group he 
found glaring aooounts of privation of parental affeotion 
and love. This unsatisfactory gratification of parental 
affeotion leaves the ohild with an insatiable hunger for 
love. sometimes its gratifioation through mothemood 
engenders a relationship of the olosest kind. He also 
found a large percentage of sexual incompatability with 
the child bearing the brunt of the unsatisfactory love life 
of the mother. 
Percival Symonds speaks about the family pattern in 
which the mother is not having a satisfactory sexual life 
of her own due to incompatibility, inhibitions, death, 
divorce, eto. SOI:le mothers will overgratify their child 
with love as an expression of their own emotioml need. If 
the mother is strong willed, dominant, there will be a 
pronounced effect on the child's personality. If she is 
8 Helene Deutsch, Psychology E1 Women, Vol. II, 
p. 310. 
unconsciously seductive, takes the child to bed with her, 
continues to bath her son etc., the boy will sometimes 
begin to identify with the mother, assume feminine charac-
teristics in order to protect himself from prohibited 
incestuous feelings, especially during the revival of the 
Oedipal conflicts in early adolescence.9 
Usually these women are quite infantile; they have 
not entered the Oedipal stage but remain at earlier stages II 
'I 
of emotional development. These women doubt their femininit~ 
look with doubt and envy at the male upon whom they must be I! 
sexually dependent if they are to achieve full libidinal 
grati:fioat1on.10 They have not been able to resolve their 
castration fear and pro j eot it onto their child through 
fear of injury or death and are sometimes thought of as the 
"anxious" mother. The child seems to respond to tbi s and 
the bond between the mother ar.d child is strengthened be-
cause of this feeling am both are usually unable and unwill-11 
ing to give up this relationship. Although the aspect of 
hostility enters into this distorted relationship, a great 
deal of gratification is gained. 
9 Percival Symonds, The DYnamics of Parent-Child 
Relationship, P• 75. 
1° Ferdinand 
woman, The Lost Sex, 
---
Lundberg, Marynia Farnham, M.D., 
P• 298. 
,, 
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Although the father's attitudes are rot going to be 
discussed in this paper, the writer would like to mention 
that in many cases the father is a passive in:i ividuBl, 
i ~ 
uneatisfactory as a male, a poor model for the boy to id entil 
,, 
with, thereby i:rrt ensifyingthe Oedipal problem already com- i, 
I• 
I plicated by close ties between mother am son, and aggravate~1 
by an increased charge in sexual drives towards the mother. 
A number of results may follow: a flight from the mother, 
impulsive heterosexuality, impotence through fear of any 
heterosexual act although without homosexuality, or homo-
sexuality. In the dominant overprot acted all but the first 
assumption are most likely. 
The dominating mother is best characterized by the 
word "power." She constantly needs to obtain and retain con-
trol over everyone. As is often seen, she has been brought 
up by a mother who rejected her and more often than not 
made her feel less valuable than her brotr er. Underlying 
drives involved a deep and hidden desire to be a man. Out-
11 
wardly she is strong, self-reliant, talented, able. She is 
often eager to have children. The child becomes the sub-
stitute for the longed for penis and the mother hamles 
the child as part of hera elf. If the ch 1ld is a son Freud 
says: 
11 Lundberg, Farnham,~· cit., P• 313. 
' ! 
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a mother can attain undiluted satisfaction 
and the most complete relationship between 
human beings, sine e through him she is able 
to transfer an of her suppressed ambitions 
and desires, tr'3 satisfaction of all that 
has remained of )!er masculinity complex. 2 
This favorable method of mastering the masculinity 
I 
,, 
l' 
il 
I' 
'I 
complex is not always utilized. some mothers wh~ EmOtional[! 
life blights even the love for a son. Because separation 
from the son signifies a loss of the most valued part of the 1: 
,, 
!i 
mother's ego and her most loved ob.ject, ti--e fear of loss is it 
always there. Too, when this unconscious penis envy has li 
instilled in mother a hatred of men, she easily transfers 
this aggressive envious hatred of men onto her sons. This 
type of woman emasculates her son by devaluating masculinity I' 
1: 
and drives him into a feminine identification. In the boy's I! 
'I 
early attempts to love his mother, he has to contend with j' 
I 
her attempts to control and il_ominate him. As a child he 
has the choice of giving up love and attac11nent to mother 
or masculinity. If the DX>ther becomes too demanding and the II 
!I 
boy finds it difficult to assert himself against his mother, I, 
" he will often choose an easier wey, identi~ng with her, fal~ 
in with her wishes, take on feminine ways. "'P"e becomes a 
"Mama's boy" and his normal masculine aggressivEI!less will 
show itself only on rare occasions, when he has been 
12 sigmund Freud, New Introductory Lectures on 
Psychoanalysis, P• 182. 
I 
!I 
li 
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exasperated by severe tormenting.nl3 As the boy gives up 
his masculinity, he retains mother and the bond becomes 
increasingly stronger. 
On the other hand girls in the family may show 
opposite trends. Instead of using femininity in competing 
with her mother, she too will yield to her and attempt to 
jcompete in masculine ways to compensate for the disappoint-
ment which she feels is due to father's unresponsiveness 
toward her. As so often happens when love is not given, 
identification is adopted as a secondary best measure. 14 
It has been noted that the mother with many masculine com-
ponents often seeks in her daughter the perfect femininity 
that she herself lacks, or she tries through her daug"ter to 
achieve the masculinity tl-Jat she has been denied. In 1-Jer 
inner confusion, she tries to make her daughter into a man, 
and to devaluate masculinity in her son. 
In tre case of a very close mo~r-daughter relation-
ship, the fear of separation expresses itself in the same 
)way as it does in the son while the children are both young. 
The unconscious seduction by t"e mother occurs much earlier 
when she feels the boy cannot have any sexurudrives. Later 
.13 Symonds, £E• £11· P• 97. 
14 Ibid. 
17 
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' 
she uses other more subtle means with the idea of "continuing: 
I 
the early infantile relationshi~5aimed at preserving the 
psychic umbilical dependence." 
It is different in the case of girls. "The 
r, 
homosexual: 
compon:ent of the mother's libido sems out warning signals 
; much more rarely am only if it is excessively intense; 
I 
I thus, her attempts to seduce and. tie her daughter are more 
I 16 
I active, free and direct." 
' 
Moreover, identification with 
i 
I the mother is much less dangerous for the daughter; in fact, 
I the mother is a necessary model for the daughter's later 
I femininity. A protest in t11e girls against the infantile 
!dependence upon the mother is a gradual process. This 
I j· 
I need for depenience degenerates into hostility during 
i 
I puberty,!! 
,, 
1when the Oedipal strivings are reawakened. Often the mother 
feels deserted and in her fear of losing her daughter, she 
intensifies her authoritarian hold upon her. Important at 
this time is the mother's memory of her own temptations and 
experiences at adolescence, for that experieme is a factor 
in the mother's relationship with her adolescent daughter. 
Oft en the mot11 er will unconsciously push the c 11ild into 
acting out her own fantasias. one often finds that a girl 
being treated after the traumatic experience of incest has 
15 Deut soh, .212• cit., P• 310. 
16 Deut soh, .212. .£2:!• , p. 307 • 
t! 
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a mot~er who has not resolved her own Oedipal strivings 
towards the maternal grandfather am has so arranged it that 
her daughter will commit the act she consciously knows is 
"taboo," or pus he her to act promiscuously. Sometimes the 
unhappy experience of the mother's own youth casts its 
shadow on the daughter's life. The mother tries to protect 
her daughter from repeating her own actions. In her dis-
trust she will project her own repressed strivings onto her 
daughter. such attemPts often drive the child into greater 
rebellion and provoke the feared eventuality. 17 
Thus, we can see the overprotective mother as a 
narcissistic being who considers her child as an outgrowth 
of herself who is to meet her own libidinal needs, and more 
often than not continue to perpetuate the pattern of her 
own conflicts upon her offspring. 
I ,, 
As has already been noted, some cases of 
I 
overprot eo- 1' 
tiveness show the mother to be compensating for hostile 
feelings toward the child. In the rejecting motl'>er we see 
a woman who more directly attacks the child. Karen Horney 
states that the rejecting mother utilizes the child as an 
outlet for inner anotional difficulties. 18 The dynamic 
l? Ibid, P• 308. 
18 Karen Horney, "Maternal Conflicts," .American 
Journal of OrthOP§YChiat;v, Vol. 3, 1933, P• 308. 
19 
mechanisms comprise numerous revivals of the mother's 
unsolved childhood experiences or old hostilities against 
Often it is rot the I her own cruel and denying parents. 
I 
child the mother rejects, but rather the child has touched 
lj off her feelings of being unloved by her own parents, her 
I
I own immaturity and anotional instability, The child can 
represent siblings, parents, the IIO the r !t the same age, or 
I even more deeply, and which is often the case in this study, 
the child may be an extension of the mother's hidden impulses~ 
q 
i! Minna Field quotes Margaret Figge's definition of a , 
' rejecting mother: 
I 
I 
I 
\I 
i 
' 
One whose behavior toward the child is 
such that she consciously or unconsciously 
has a desire to be free 1from the child and considers it a burden. 
As t"!'l.e birth of a child represents to the woman the 
reality of her sex, the mother who rejects the child may be 
expressing, thereby, the denial of her femininity. It is 
,, 
I' ,, 
not surprising, therefore, to find that she demonstrates 
the same resentment of her womatlood by symptoms such as envy I, 
' I 
hostility toward men and frigidity in sexual activity. "fer 
inability to accomplish normal, faninine development may be 
due to her unsolved childhood probl ana. A mother who uncon-
sciously envies the male role may reject masculinity in her 
19 Minna Field, "Maternal Attitudes Found in Twenty-
Five cases of Children ;vit'J Behavior Primary Disorders," 
American Journal.£! Orthopsychiatry, April 1940, P• 303, 
20 
son. She will display this envy by constantly belittling 
him, preventing him from taking on characteristics of leaderll 
ship and from becoming aggressive in social relationships. 
These mothers may reject their daughters as well and very 
often become jealous of the daughter during the revival of 
the Oedipal striving in puberty. They may maneuver the 
father and push the girl out of the home to receive love. 
these cases, the girls will often become promiscuous, look-
ing for men who are unconsciously fatlo er figures to give 
them the attention and care their father has renounced. 
;I 
rn some women we do rot see a pred om ina ting attitude 1! 
1', 
of re.jection or overprotection, but both; this twoway feelin~~ 
,. 
is called ambivalence. With the ambivalent mothers, there I' 
is no typical tendency in the mother's feelings toward the 
child and neither affection nor rejection is deeply rooted· 
T"hese mothers are very insecure and their insecurity is 1 
:I 
increased by this attitude. Tension and ambivalence between il 
I' 
mother and child can become very high. Mother feels greatly lj 
perplexed over her conflicting impulses in the way she 
manages the child. Hostilities spring up in the relationship!! 
causing frustration and conflicts. The child's diff:iculties I 
often arise w'"len he does not know how to please mother and i~~ 
,I 
confused as to what behavior is rewarded by love or disapprovl~ 
al. li 
,I jl 
:f 
II 
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Having considered the maternal attitudes to be di a-
cussed, the writer would like to discuss briefly the rela-
tionship of attitudes towards treatment as they have been 
seen in some studies and later compare them with the 
success or failure of treatment in cases to be used in this 
study. 
carl Rogers has sated that in a faulty parent-child 
relationship, the child may want to change but for the mal-
adjusted parent there is often no greater emotional satis-
faction in a normally independent child than in one who is a, 
satisfying object of repression or indulgence. For the 
mother whose child is the source of her emotional satisfac-
tion, she needs the child as he is, for if he were to change 
her needs would be unmet. 20 
Helen Witmer has found difficulty in treating those 
cases in which the emotional deprivation in the mother 
results in a cone entration of her emotions on the child's 
21 welfare. 
Pearl Lodgen founi that mothers who c auld not aco ept 
treatment were inclined to be domineering, aggressive, 
excitable, self-centered, rejecting towards their children 
20 carl Rogers, Clinical Treatment of the Problem 
.Q.hild. P• 214. --
I 
21 j: 
"Parental Behavior ani Clinical Success," 
Journal of Orthopsychiatry, October 1933, p. 435. 
America~'! 
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and unhappy and maladjusted in their marital life. She said, 
satisfactions of a generally normal adjustment, 
especially in the marital relationship are 
essential if we are to expect significant 
changes in the mother-child relationship. 22 
Those mothers who changed were found to be insecure, 
conscientious and with strong feelings of inferiority. 23 
A psychoanalyist in reviewing these findings remarkoo 
upon the personality of these moth em: 
••• the mother who changed tended to be 
masochistic and femininely oriented, partly 
obsessional and partly hysterical in type. 
The unchanged group seemed to him to be 
sadistic, sa~ually disoriented, tending to 
attitudes commonly considered masculine. 
They seemed to be partly obsessional and 
partly neurotic character types. The per-
sonality disoniers of the first group are 
of a mild type while those of the second 
in his opinion are not of ~ie kind to yield 
to superficial treatment. 
The mothers wl-1ose attitudes remained unchanged fell 
into four categories in relation to attitudes toward clinic 
treatment. 
1. J,!oth ers who did not want any help for 
themsel vas. 
2. Mothers who felt helpless to change the 
home situation 
3. l\iothers who did not want to at ir up any 
feelings. 25 4. Mothers who (1 id not talk frankly. 
22 Pearl Lodgen, "Criteria for the Treatability of 
Mothers and Children by Child Guidance Clinics," Smith College 
studies in Social ~ork, June 1937, P• 320. 
23 Ibid P• 323. 
-· 24 ~. P• 324. 
25 Ibid, P• 320. 
23 
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Mothers accepting treatment recognized their part in 
the child's difficulty. They wanted help for themselves, 
were willing to cooperate wit, the cJ.inic in treatment. 
Mab e1 Mere ar in her thesis stat as, from which Pearl 
Lodgen quotes, 
It seems clear that the parents' attitude 
on going to the clinic has a definite 
relationship to the outcome of treatment. 
Not all cases in which mother seemed eager 
for the services of the clinic turned out 
favorably, but more improved than not. The 
implication of the study is that such an 
attitude is almost2:gecessary if improvement is to take place. 
26 Lodgen, ££• £!!•, P• 320. i' 
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CHAPTER III 
PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS 
In this section, the writer would like to present a 
picture of the general findings in the cases studied. 
Eleven males and four females appeareo in the cases 
discussed. Thirteen were white and two were Negro. Six of 
the children were listed as Catholic, six as Protestant 
and three as Jewish. The intelligence of the group as 
indicated by the psychometric tests was varied; one was con-
sidered null average, nine were considered average, three 
superior and two very superior. Actual range of I.Q. was 
~om 84-149. The ages ranged from nine and one half to 
sixteen years. Table I shows the greatest number of chil-
dren seemed to be referred in the middle of the adolescent 
period, fourteen and fifteen ;;ears, with eight of the fif-
teen cases seen at this age. 
25 
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TABLE I 
DISTRIBUTION ACCORD!l1G TO A.G.h; 
··._-.::: .·.:::-.:::-_-::=-·· 
Age at time of referral Number of children 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
Total 
TABLE II 
ORDTiaL POSITION OF CP"ILD 
IN FIFTEEil CASES STUDIED 
Position in family 
Only 
Eldest 
Middle 
Youngest 
Total 
1 
0 
1 
2 
2 
5 
3 
1 
llJ 
Number 
4 
6 
2 
3 
!"!) 
Four of the children had no siblings (one was an 
adopted child, one was illegitimate, another, his mother 
stated she could not have any more, another had been father-
less from infancy). Six were the eldest (no familymd more 
than four children). Two were middle children and three were 
the youngest. 
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TABLl<J III 
TYPE OF PRO BLE!v! SEEN 
IN TFE 15 CASES STUDIED 
Problem Number of oases 
EffEJ!linate Behavior 
Effeminate Behavior & Excessive 
Masturbation 
Effeminate Behavior with Strong 
EXhibitionistic Teniencies 
EXhibitionism 
ACCOsting Girls 
5 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
3 
Incest (Sex Play with Father) 
sexual Promiscuity 
Total -rb 
Table IV indicates other problems that were noted 
by the mothers. 
TABLE IV 
OTFER PROBLEMS PRESENT liD IN 
THE 15 CASES STUDIED 
problem 
Disturbances in Toilet Training 
Nocturnal enuresis 
D1sturbances in Eating 
vomiting 
Disturbances in Sleep 
sleepwalking 
Nightmares 
Number 
1 
2 
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.Aggressive Behavior toward Mother 
Temper Tantrtlms 
Destrtlctiveness 
Defiance 
stealing from mother 
Aggressive Behavior toward Self 
Nail Biting ----
poor 
Thumb Sucking 
Interpersonal Relationshils 
Mean to animals and Ch ldren 
Intense Sibling Rivalry 
Inability to MiX with Others 
withdrawn, solitary behavior 
few friends 
no friends 
prefers the companyof adults 
school Difficulty 
Truanting 
School Retardation 
6 
7 
7 
4 
' 28 
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In these cases there appears to be no one outstand- 1 
ing characteristic syndrome related to the problem in psychoi• 
sexual development, although it is interesting to note the 
greater number of children who have difficulty in inter-
personal relationships and revert to their own bodies as an 
outlet for their aggression. Poor int erperson relationships 
are problems that could be associated with the referral 
problems, especially for the effeminate boy whose confusion 
as to his pattern of identification would make it difficult 
for him to make friends with his own peer group. 
contact with the mothers rarged from four months to 
two and a half years. The sources of referral included 
eigl-J.t court cases, fou:!:' cases by the mother, two cases from 
!i 
I' celt~ c ccc.~-··-cc~c--.c··c·cc·cc ''-~~-·-cc-~·.c .• ,-, ~~-- · 
F 
li 
i: family physicians and one case from relatives. 
,I 
11 Since this paper is concerned with maternal attitudesj 
1
1 the writer feels it is important to know what kind of women 
!1 these mothers are, their relationships with their parents 
!I 
li and husbands, as well as their attitudes towards sex. Of 
II the fifteen mothers, eleven spoke of their early lives. 
II some description by the mothers and impression of the social 
ii worker in the written record give the following picture: 
i! 
II ,, 
!i 
I! 
I' 
II 
,I 
li 
1: 
,, 
!I 
II 
l1 
II 
'i 
II 
I' 
li 
i! 
I' 
.I 
II 
li 
li 
II 
II 
I' II 
Mother presented a frightened appearance in the 
clinic. She spoke of her parents as being won-
derful. ~er father was strict and anti-social, 
and mother thinks she is like him in this respect. 
Mother rarely went out with boys and was extremely 
careful to avoid those who smoked and drank. 
Mother's mother brought her up to hate men and 
accused her of having incestuous relations with 
her brother. Mother remembered her father 1 eft 
home because her mother would not submit to him 
sexually. Mother feels she is cold and distant, 
and could only show affection to her husband. 
The social worker felt mother was "neurotic." 
Mother complained. of psychosomatic illnesses, 
ulcers and dermatitus. Mother was close to 
her father who !ied when she was ten years 
old. Rer mother remarried and she disliked 
both her mother and stepfather •. 
Mother was described by the social worker as 
a "lost, frightened child." Mother had a 
nervous breakdown when her father died. She 
was the only girl in the family and resented 
her brothers. 
,. ji Mother complained of raving suicidal tendencies 
!! and said her mother 1-Jad committed suicide. Ber 
11 father was said to be a warm person. When he 
:'
1 
remarried, mother left home and soon thereafter 
I' married a first cousin. ~-=-· 
II 
I 
ii 
II 
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Mother was described by the social worker to 
be anxioUs, confused am helpless. The 
psychiatrist felt her insecurity was dis-
placed uponthe child. Mother was completely 
dependent upon her mother and before her 
marriage never went out alone. 
Mother is described as immature and narcissistic. 
Both the psychiatrist am the social worker 
felt she had not worked through her Oedipal 
conflict. Mother was quoted by the social 
worker to have said, "I was a very passionate 
child; I'm afraid my daughtar is too." 
Mother spoke of her dislike of her father who 
is very strict and die tatorial. She hopes he 
will go back to Ire land when her mother dies. 
Mother said her childhood was happy until her 
father died. Then her mother left the children 
alone and went to work. At this time mother 
felt as though she had been deserted by her 
mother. 
Mother lacked affect and emotional response, and 
the social worker felt she was repressed in all 
areas. Mother said her childhood was happy 
although heroother deserted the family when 
mother was four. Mother was left with her 
father, but soon thereafter her mother returned 
and took her away. 
Mother, who complained of nervousness am 
shingles, was described by the social worker 
to be aggressive, cold and excitable. 
Ten of t11e eleven mothers noted above were seen to be · 
:ihostile towards their mothers and either feared or were 
,I 
ilclosely attacloed to their fathers. It was felt that one 
)I !lmotr er had an unresolved Oedipal conflict and one can c oncl ud e 
, from the information that the other women never adequat·ely 
i 
' 
·.solved their relationships with their parents. As was 
mentioned in the theoretical discussion, a mother often 
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perpetuates the pattern of ~er unresolved conflicts onto her 
child. 
The marital status of these women is important, for 
it is often the case in problems such as we see in this study 
that the mother uses the child to gratify those emotional 
needs t~at her husband does not satisfy, 
Mother knew her husband seven years before she 
married him. Both of them spend much time in 
the home. Mother stated it is her son to whom 
she rushed home after work. 
1!other ann father have few common interests. 
Father spends most of the time away from home. 
l:!ot1o.er defends the child from father's disci-
pline. Parents clash over rules and regula-
tions in regard to tne patient. 
Mother is a widow. She married her husband 
without her motrer' s consent. When he was 
alive, he spent much of his time with male 
ftiends. P"er husband was the only person 
towards whom she could show affection. 
Mother is married to her stepfather's son. 
P"er marriage is an unhappy one, and sre 
describes her husband as being cold, distant, 
immoral and neglectful of the crildren. P"e 
leaves mother alone and goes out with other 
women. 1!other states she shouln not leave 
him because he is suffering from heart disease. 
l!otber is a 'Nidow; her husband died when her 
child was an infant. Mother described him as 
being a good husband and their marriage was a 
happy one. During treatment, mother remarried. 
!lather mentioned she is very lonely because 
her husband travels most of the time. ~er 
daughter is away at college and her sole 
source of companionship is her son. 
:!.!other is unhappily married to her first cousin. 
She resents her husband's lack of interest in 
the children and his cold and withdrawn manner 
towards her. 
- ·--- -::::---=---:--::---:=·-::__= 
Mother was divorced from her first husband 
while she was pregnant with patient. She 
remarried when the patient was five years 
old. She described her second husband as 
being "secure and stable." 
Mother felt that her husband has given her 
too much responsibility. The psychiatrist 
believed she kept the patient close to her 
in order to avoid being with her husbam. 
Mother was thought by the social worker to 
be the more dominant member of tJ,e family. 
Mother spoke in a punitive w a:y about her 
husband. :Mother shared a room with her 
daughter rather than her husband. Mother 
spoke of divorcing her husbam if he con-
tinued to disagree with her way of handling 
the patient. 
Mother stated her marriage was a happy one, 
although she disagreed with her husbam in 
the handling of the patient. She thought 
father spent too much time at home and 
encouraged him to join men's groups. 
Mother has been married end divorced twice. 
The patient is her illegitimate daugrter • 
.At time of treatment mother was separated 
from her husband. She married him at eigrteen 
because she was impressed with his good looks 
and chaming manner. It made no difference 
to her when she later found out he was an 
alcoholic. She left him once but returned. 
shortly thereafter, on the terms that si-J e 
would not share a room with him. Her huer 
band was on parole after committing incest 
and mother was ambivalent about taking him 
back. 
Mother is three years older than father, and 
the social worker felt she was the more con-
trolling and domineering one in the family. 
:I 
!1 In eight cases noted above there was a predominantly 
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j whole tended to take a more passive position. Four women 
11 were overtly hostile towards their husbands. Although one 
il mother was separated from her husband, she was ambivalent 
jl 
':I about taking him back; another mother felt sloe could not 
'I leave her husband after twenty-two yEars of marriage. In 
11 none of the cases was sexual adjustment in marriage dis-
11 
:j cussed. 
The mothers' marital life, their attitude towards 
the children's problem and their attitude in giving their 
~~children sexual information can perhaps be better understood 
1 
by an indication of their attitudes regarding sex. 
Mother was twenty-one before she knew anything 
about sex. P"er parents never mentioned it and 
she did notdare ask her sisters. Even after 
her marriage, she knew very 1 it tl e. She was 
very shocked when she recently found out about 
homosexuality. 
Mother never gave the patient information. 
When he asked wh.ere babies came from, she 
told him "in baskets" or "I don't know." 
She is too embarrassed to talk about it 
with him and is sure father is too. 
Mother knew nothing about sex until she was 
married. She resents hearing so much "sex 
talk" on the radio. 
Mother has never given t'loe patient sex 
information. She feels he is too young 
to know about "these th.ings." (The 
patient is fourteen years old.) 
Mother's mother brought her up to 1->at e men. 
Mother could not discuss sex with patient, 
but left books on obstetrics for him to 
read. 
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Mother did not have any sex information as 
a child. 
Mother had not given the patient any sex 
information. "I just couldn't tell him." 
Mother wanted the clinic to do so. 
Mother's mother told her about sex after she 
was married. 
Mother has been unable to give the patient 
any information; she wants the doctor to 
do so. 
Mother was rot given any information when she 
was a child. She was "Horrifiell." when she 
began to menstruate. 
Mother thought it was her husband's respon-
sibility to give this information to the 
patient. The father felt the child, at 
fifteen, was too young. 
No information in the record in regard to 
mother. 
r:rad not given any information to t!oe 
patient. 
No information in the record in regard to 
mother. 
The patient had witnessed sexual inter-
course between mother and stepfather at 
five years of age. M. did not state 
whether or not she had given patient 
any information in regard to sex. 
Mother had not receiveil any information as 
a child. 
1loth er had not given information to the 
patient. She was afraid tl'e patient 
would act out what he was taugt.t. 
Mother proudly recalled her own lack of 
sexual information and the respect her co-
workers had shown her by not discussing 
anything dirty or smutty in her presence. 
She prides herself on her modesty. She 
shares a room with her daughter and is 
pleased that the child has never seen her 
naked. 
Mother felt it was her husband's 
rewponsibility to give the patient this 
information. 
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There was no information in the record in 
regard to mother. 
:Mother said they discussed 
in the home. In fact, the 
"father is hipped on sex." 
made sexual references and 
remarl:: s in the preseno e of 
and her friends. 
sex freely 
ori ld stated, 
Father has 
suggestive 
the patient 
Mother did not receive sex information as a 
child. 
Mother did not want patient to learn 
about sex on the street but felt at 
thirteen the child was too young to 
know. Whenever the child brought u:o 
the fact of her illegitimacy, mother 
would say, "I was a woman; you are 
only a child." 
Mother's mother told her nothing about sex; 
when she began to menstruate her mother took 
her to a doctor who spoke to her about growing 
up. 
Mother felt children know too much today. 
Neither she nor father have been able to 
give sex information to the patient. 
In two records there was no information about mother 
or child. 
In the nine above oases in which information was 
obtained regarding the mothers' knowledge of sex, the nine 
i women professed no early knowledge of sex and carried this 
pattern over to their children. It should be noted that in 
these families, it seemed to be the mother's responsibility 
to see that the child received this information. Two 
mothers pointed out that their husbands were unable to give 
sex information. In one case the father was too frank in 
his sexual discussion with his daughter. This behavior was 
seductive ani threatening to the child and aggravated the I' 
# 
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1 
revived Oedipal conflict. 
In three of the four oases involving girls, there 
1 was more acceptance of sex by the three mothers. This can 
'I be noted in the mother wl-)o was having extra-marital affairs; 
'I anotller case in which the mother permitted the father to be 
;I too free in his discussion of sex; and the case in which 
the mother admitted being passionate. These three cases 
'I were in contrast with the attitude of the women who were 
1 mothers of sons. 
I 
il 
Maternal attitudes towards the fifteen children have 
i1 been broken down into three descriptive groups. Each mother 
I 
was put into one of them depending upon the information in 
the record that pointed out the predominance of tre motl'!ers' 
1 
particular attitude in regard to their children. The writer 
arrived at the classification of each case from a statement 
in the record by the psychiatrist or social worker and from 
the criteria that was discussed in the literature. 
TABLE V 
MATERNAL ATTITUDES TOWARDS T"PE CPILD 
IN TuE FIFTEEN CASES STUDIED 
Attitude 
Overprot active 
Rejecting 
An!b i valent 
Total 
Number 
6 
6 
3 
--r5""" ;I il 
+== 
" 
11 were 
:1 were 
!I :, 
I 
'I 
1: 
I 
li 
II 
,I 
' 
,I 
i 
1: 
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As is seen in Table V, four-fifths of the mothers 
overprotective or rej eating in their attitude and three 
ambivalent. 
I: 
Indication of overprotection was ample in six mothersi 
Mother watched over the patient constantly. She 
walked him to ani from school until he was in 
the third grade. She stated she would die if he 
were taken away from her. "J. is a part of me, 
when he has a sniffle or pain, I feel it." 
Mother stated she and P. were very close. She 
defended him from his father's harsh discipline. 
She did not like him to play with other boys in 
the neighborhood because they were too rough. 
The social worker felt that mother was over-
protective of the patient. She has held him 
back and has not allowed h 1m to grow up. The 
social worker believed the mother was achieving 
satisfaction from the child's dependency upon 
her, because of the mother's poor relationship 
with her husband. 
Mother had said perhaps she had sheltered and 
overprotected 0. She would not allow r>im to 
play with "fresh boys" nor allow him to go to 
the beach because she was afraid of germs. 
The social worker felt mother was guilty over 
an accident the child experieno ed. The 
psychiatrist felt mother had to be close to 
the child in order to avoid being close to 
her husband. 
Mother was distressec' the patient would become 
independent. The social worker felt she was 
fearful of his making heterosexual relation-
ships. 
Mother said she was always worried about the 
patient. When he was a baby, she kept him 
away from germs, put a sheet on the floor 
before she would allow him to crawl. ;]hen it 
was suggested she seni him to camp, mother 
said, "I am going to have him where I oan 
watch over him constantly." 
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Indication of rejection was seen in six cases: 
Mother admitted being cold, punishing and 
distant in her attitude towards the patient. 
She stated she loved him at timesbut cannot 
show h 1m any affect! on. She thought there 
was something abnormal about him. She could 
not tolerate his outburst of affection towards 
her. She identified him with her father who 
was sexually assaultive• She wanted the 
patient to be placed either in a foster home 
or school. 
Mother put the patient into a foster home when 
her husband died, and she went to live with a 
friend. She had wanted a girl and wondered if 
this was a contributing factor to the patient's 
effeminate behavior. She took him back to live 
with her during treatment and resented the 
restrictions imposed upon h er• The child had 
scars on his back where mother had beaten him 
with a strap. 
Before the patient was born, mother had had a 
miscarriage. She felt she should have waited 
longer before having had the patient. She 
brought the patient up on a strict schedule 
and had rarely picked her up. Mother thought 
their personalities "don't click" and would 
have liked the patient to find an older 
woman to whom she could have confided. Father 
stated mother was quick to say "no" and was 
very strict. 
Patient lived with relatives from birth. 
Mother had patient c orne and live with her 
when the patient was twelve years old. 
Mother said, "She makes me so mad, I would 
like to kill her." Hother is punitive and 
there are strap marks on the patient's 
forehead:. The social worker felt there was 
sibling rivalry between mother and patient 
over boyfriends. Mother would like the 
pat :islt placed in a foster home. 
Mother described the child as being "unbear-
able, saucy and hateful." Mother showed little 
feeling for the child. The social wo rlrer felt 
mother did not know the meaning of affection, 
38 
and therefore could not give it to the patient. 
Mother showed little interest in the patient's 
activities, and she was going to allow her to 
go away for the summer as a mother's helper 
without investigating t'he family. 
i ~ 
Mother stated she often hit an:l scolded the 
patient, as!ihe does not know how else he is 
going to learn. Mother impressed the social 
worker as being cold towards the child. 
Mother compared the patient unfavorably vrith 
a younger sibling and was overtly partial to 
the other child. 
I 
Indication of ambivalence was seen in three cases: 
Mother said she did not want a boy for she felt 
"boys were dirty little things." F'owever, since 
she and the patient were alone most of the time, 
he was more of a comfort than her daughter. 
Mother said the patient was an accident although 
she "was pleased when he was born." Later she 
said she always paid more attention to the 
patient than to the other children. 
Mother said when the patient is good , she can 
be affectionate towards her; when she is bad, 
she is dis gusted with her. The social wo :rker 
felt the relationship between the mother and 
daughter was more sisterly than maternal. It 
was the social worker's impression that the 
r:~other had real regard am sympathy for the 
child although it seemed to the worker the 
child only received affection from the 
maternal grandparents. 
The following tables, VI, VII and VIII, will show 
the relation between maternal attitude toward the child and 
her attitude toward the problem• 
' 
II 
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Ti\BLE VI 
J.TTITUDE TOWARD :PROBLEM 
BY T~E OVERPROTECTIVE MOT~ER 
AttitUde toward problem 
Denial of any probl €Ill 
Denial of sexual component in problem 
Accepting problem 
TABLE VII 
Total 
ATTITUD~ TOWARD PROBLEM 
BY T""E REJECTING MOTP" ER 
AttitUde toward problem 
Denial of problem 
Ace eptano e of problem 
Total 
TABLE VIII 
ATTITUDE TOWARD PROBLEM 
BY T1'1"E AMBIVALENT MOTFER 
Attitude toward problem 
Acceptance of probl€1!1 
Denial of problem 
Total 
40 
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' 
Number 
3 
2 
1 
"""6 
Number 
3 
3 
-6-
Number 
3 
0 
3 
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;I 
II Regarding treatment, Group I contained those cases 
" 
!·,I where the client witrdrew and Group II cases where the client 
I 
II accepted treatment. Twelve cases fell under Group I and 
;I 
!I 
!I 
ii I 
:I 
three under Group II. 
TABLE IX 
ATTITUDES IN TWELVE CASES 
WBERE CLIENTS WITUDREW FROM TREATHEHT 
~~---------
!1 Attitude 
i! Number of cases I _______________________ _ 
II Overprotective 
il Rejecting 
I Ambivalent 
Total 
5 
5 
2 
12 
il 
'·----------------------------------------------------------
1 As shown in this table four-fifths of the total num-
I ber of cases seen withdrew from treatment. Five of the six 
I 
'I overprotective and rejecting mothers were included 
group and two of the three ambivalent mothers. 
TABLE X 
ATTITUDES IN CASES 
WBERE CLIENTS REfJ.AINED IN TREATMEUT 
i 
in this 
1-----------------------il----------------------
Number of cases !I Attitude 
'1-------------------------------------------------', 
1
1' Overprotective 
I Rejecting 
'I Am b iv al ent 
1 
1 
1 
Total 3 1 =-=F--
1! 
' 
i'! 
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As can be seen by this table, one-fifth of the total 
oases sturried continued in treatment. In all three cases 
the mothers referred themselveil• The ambivalent mother 
tended toward overprotectiveness of her son and consciously 
was aware of her affectionate tie with him. The overprotec-
tive mother was able to discuss her own feelings both in 
regard to herself and in regard to her actions witr the 
child. By their ability to accept interpretation and use 
insight without becoming threatened in the sexual area, 
these two women were able to maintain contact with the clinic 
and accept the change in their sons. 
Although the rejecting mother was able to establish 
a relationship with the worker, she was not able to change 
her ver,y rigid, calculating manner and was unable to give of 
that the child be placed. 
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CHAPTER IV 
CASE PRESENTATIONS 
Chapter IV contains eight case presentations of the 
'I lj 
,I tJ,r ee maternal attitudes noted, separated as they fall 
i 
'I 
:I 
!i 
lj 
I, 
,, 
,I 
tl 
,, 
:I 
' 
under each of the two groups. 
Group I. cases that Withdrew: 
The following two cases illustrate mothers who were 
overprotective of their children am could not except the 
children's conflict in the sexual area, am they both with-
drew v:ithout entering into a meaningful relationship with 
the social worker. 
case I. case of John Brady 
J., a fourteen year old boy with average intelli-
gence was referred to the clinic after being 
brought into juvenile court on the complaint of 
stealing women's merchandise. A more serious 
problem in this boy was his feminine tenc'encies. 
The psychiatrist at clinic felt he showed 
"definite retardation in the psycho-sexual 
area as was evident by his effeminate activities 
and almost complete lack of physically aggressive 
acts. -rre had no desire for heterosexual associ-
ations as is typical at this age." 
J. is a delicate appearing boy who has a girlish 
walk ani high-pitc!oed voice. He loves clothes. 
Mother said he is very clean ani "clean morally~' 
:Mother described him as a "deap boy" who does not 
talk about his feelings with her. He is careful 
not to let anyone see hi~ partially undressed and 
blushed severely when he had to expose his body 
for a physical examination. ""e would like to be 
an undertaker, nriest, or artist. 
J. has never been a problem at home according to 
mother. Mother described him as being a good 
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boy and father said he is full of fun. Mother 
stated he is nervous like her and has always 
bitten his nails. Fe has suffered from 
asthmatic attacks since he was five, although 
his lungs are free from any suggestec asthma. 
J. is an only child and lived with the mother 
and father who are in their early fifties. 
The family is Catholic. Both parents work; 
father as a car repairman and mother as a 
cleaning woman. The family appears to be 
closely knit, neither parent has recreational 
or social interests outside the home. 
Mother presented a frightened appearance in 
clinic and was rather servile in her manner. 
She is one of eleven children, and was born 
in Irelarrl. She described her parents as 
strict and wonderful. Mother was a compliant 
child. Maternal grandfather just had to look 
at her and she would never do anything wrong. 
Mother identifies harself with him in respect 
to visiting only when she was invited. She 
came to this country when she was eighteen 
and lived with siblings, ani worked as a 
waitress. She never went out much with boys 
and was careful to avoid thOse who smoke, 
s.vore or drank. She kne111' father seven years 
before she married him. Mother said s11e was 
twenty-one before she knew anything about ssx. 
Fer parents never mentioned it and she did not 
dare ask her !!lister. Even after marriage, she 
knew very little. She recently found out about 
homos:e;xuality ani was very shocked. Mother said 
she is nervous ani cannot stand noise or dirt. 
uother said she loved children and prayed for 
one. After J • was born, she could not have 
any more. M. watched over him constantly and 
never let him get dirty and never left the 
house without taking him. She walked him to 
and from school until the third grade. Mother 
El!lphasized how she devoted her life to J. In 
doing so, she gave up all outside activities. 
She punished him by reprimarrl ing him but never 
spanked him. She resents having to work as it 
means separation and she hurries home at night 
because "he is there." When J. has a sniffle 
or pain, mother said s1'\e has one too and she 
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has expressed the feeling that J. "is part 
of her," and s'l1e would "die" if he were taken 
from her. 
M· wants J. to be a gentleman. T'l1e social 
worker's impress ion was that mother's ideal 
is a "female-male non-aggressive type of boy." 
:Mother has never gi van J. sex info nnati on 
because she is too embarrassed to tell him. 
When he asked about reproduction, mother 
told him, "They come in baskets" of' she did 
not know. Mother said she does no-t mind if 
he learns about sex from someone else. She 
feels J. is too young to be interested in 
dating girls. 
uoth er came into clinic very nervous ani 
anx:ious about her son's behavior. She was 
upset by tJ.,e stealing incident and could not 
Understand why J. would do it. Tears came to 
her eyes as she spoke of his behavior, and 
she denied any problem regarding effeminate 
behavior. Mother could not understand why he 
wanted to dress like a girl. "What would be 
in his mini to do suo h a thing," she ask ai 
over and over. Mother felt the entire incident 
was just a prank because there was nothing in 
his background to lead him astray. 
Mother came to clinic through a court order, 
and she continued because of the court involve-
ment as she saw no need for help. Mother said 
she contributed her success and failure as a 
mother to religious influence. Mother asked 
the social worker why J. stole girls' clothes, 
but she could not accept the worker's inter-
pretation. She said she would return if J. 
got into trouble again. Mother witMrew from 
treatment with no improvement seen in her 
attitude nor the child's attitude. 
II INTERPRETATION: 
',, In this case, we see a mother who is sexually 
'I . I, 
'I repressed and unable to discuss this topic with her child. 
:1 She has kept her son very close to her. Although she does 
~~~ . ~-.o~-c 
not state that her married life is an unhappy one, she 
apparently gains most satisfaction from her son ani resents 
1 any separation from hin:. She stated she has devoted her 
','1 whole life to him and rushes home at night because "he is 
there." She cannot admit the problem of effeminacy for she 
equates this with abnormality and has stated that she was 
very shocked to hear about such things. To admit this in 
her son would be to admit she is abnonnal too, for she says, 
"Fre is part of me." To allow him to grow up and develop 
heterosexual interest would mean losing J. Mother was 
resistive to clinic treatment am came because treatment was ' 
a court order; however, she withdrew as soon as pressure was, 
discontinued. 
case II: case of Robert Synder 
R· is a twelve y~ar old boy of average intel-
ligence who was referred to the olinic by his 
mother becase of his overattachment to her and 
his lack of interest in his contemporaries. 
Mother minimized the problem of R' s wearing 
her clothes as well as his exhibitionistic 
tendencies. She said the onset of wearing 
women's clothes and make-up began when R. 
was eleven years old. Other problems she 
presented were temper tantrums and extreme 
passivity. 
R·, according to the psychologist's report, 
"is an insecure, impulsive crild who is con-
cerned witJ, fears of bodily damage ani mutila-
tion. He perceives himself as &n inadequate, 
empty child who feels helpless in defending 
himself. Adapting a resigning feminine role 
appears to be his mode of solving these fears." 
Mother said he prefers her companionship to 
that of anyone else, am told 1'1er if 1'1e had 
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been born thirty years earlier, he would 
have married her. M. said he enjoys kissing 
her and claims to hate his father for mistreat-
ing her. R· asks mother if sre loves him more 
than father and his brother. 11e walks about 
the house with only his shorts on and claims 
he can work better that way. ~e is artistic 
and is interest Ed in becoming a stage or dress 
designer. 
The family consists of mother, father, and an 
older brother. R' s brother insists on wrest-
ling with R· ani oft en wants to hug and kiss 
him. M· said she is unhappily married. She 
and father have no common interest ani father 
leaves her alone in the evening. She said he 
was keeping c cxnpany with another woman, a 
situation she and the children resented. Mother 
would leave him but said she could not do so 
for he is suffering from a heart disease. Father 
was step maternal grandfather's son. Mother 
described father as being cold, distant, immoral, 
neglectful of the children, disinterested in the 
family and only concerned with himself. 
In the social worker's opinion mother was a 
"neurotic" woman with many psychosomatic 
complaints, who "was repressed in t!Je sexual 
area." Mother has a need for love which is 
denied her by father and her family. She 
told the social worker she had no one to 
confide in for her relations>,ip with her 
family is a strained one. Maternal grand-
father, whom mother described as being a 
warm person, died when she was ten. Maternal 
grandmother was a cold, rejecting woman who 
was too busy working to give much time to the 
children. Maternal grandmother remarried and 
mother stated that step maternal gramfath er 
was "miserable." 
The social worker observed t'loat mother is over-
protective of R. and unconsciously seductive 
towards him. The social worker said mother 
had held R· back and had not allowed him to 
grow up. The social worker stated that "mother 
is quite seductive toward R. in tre ways s!Je 
quiets his temper tantrums by lying down with 
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him on the bed." Mother has given R· no 
instruction because she was anbarrassed. 
asked if the doctor would do it. 
sexual 
She 
Although mother referred the problem herself, 
she t enil ed to minimize the feminine tenil enc ies 
in R· and focused on his intense desire to be 
near her, describing to the social worker his 
affectionate overtures in erotic terms. The 
social worker felt, "she is very frightened 
of his attention because of the satisfaction 
she gets out of t11is association, the sensation 
she has lying down with him, and the feelings 
aroused w'ben he walks about the house with his 
shorts on." 
Mother was transferred to anot'b er ,,:orker in the 
middle of treatment and was troubled by this 
transfer. It was difficult for her to come and 
she cancelled a number of appointments. She 
would not speak of her own problems and said it 
was too late for herself; she only wanted help 
for R· When l1 ttle change was evident, mother 
f eJ.t she was not getting anything from the clinic. 
Work ''lith mother was mainly supportive. R. 
wanted to withdraw from clinic am mother did 
not encourage him to continue. The social 
worker's impression was that mother did not 
really think there was much of a problem and 
left the responsibility to change on the child. 
INTERPRETATION: 
r 
Here we have a mother whom t!Je social worker describe~ 
!I as being "neurotic" and repressed in t"e sexual area. She 
il has many unmet needs that have been denied to her by father 
who has affairs with other women and leaves her alone. I 
Not only did father desert her but as a child maternal g rand-li 
!: 
father, whom she favored, died and left her with maternal 
grandmother, whom mother described as cold and a step 
maternal grandfather, whom she described as "miserable." 
It 
I 
I 
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One confl iot solution for her has been her retreat into 
psychosomatic symptoms; another has been to keep her son 
close to her and, thereby, gain satisfaction through her 
affectionate relationship with him. Uother minimized the 
feminine characteristics in R· because she could not allow 
him to become masculine. Men have disappointed her in the 
past and if she allowed R. to become masculine, he might 
leave her. Through this erotic tie, she has stimulated 
his unresolved Oedipal fantasies (which were overtly 
expressed when R· told mother he would like to marry her) 
which are heightened by the unhappy marital situation. 
Mother could not discuss his feminine traits, although at 
one time she admitted her fear of his becoming homosexual, 
but later connected this with the immorality in father's 
family. Mother's guilt in the problan was diluted when she 
came into the clinic where she could displace the entire 
responsibility for the continuation of treatment onto the 
child's shoulder~ if he refused to continue, she could feel 
free to withdraw. 
These two cases illustrate the five cases in 
Group I where the mother was seen as an overprot active 
person in her attitude towards the child. The following 
two cases are examples of rej eating mothers. One mother 
could not tolerate her son's effeminate manner and was 
guilty for her role in the problem and withdrew because 
f! 
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il clinic treatment was too threatening. 
\'1 
The other woman did 
not see what the fuss was about when she was ref erred 
tl'1rough the court. She was too emotionally deprived herself 
to benefit from treatment. 
case III: Case of George carter 
G., a fourteen year old Negro boy with an 
I.Q.of 98, was seen at the clinic once before. 
Mother was concerned with tloe problan of 
effeminate behavior. They had been seen six 
years ago because of G's running away and 
stealing episodes. Mother complained ti-Jat 
G's only friends were two effeminate boys 
who isolate than selves from the other c!'1_il-
dren. G. had stolen a woman's shoes and 
skirts and did net seem to have arry guilt 
about this. Mother said G. bad no interest 
in masculine things. Fe is ver,y l~thargic 
and truants from school. Fe enjoys cooking, 
art, dancing and would like to be a bakeD 
The problem was first noticed when G. was 
seven years old. At that time he lived with 
his Godmother who taught him to cook. Fe has 
always enjoyed playing with little girls and 
dolls. At this time he said he would like to 
be a girl ani thought he had been a little 
girl until his mother cut his hair off. 
Projective tests revealed "a homosexual boy 
with strong exhibitionistic and psychopathic 
tendencies." Psychiatrist stated feminine 
identification "appears to be related to fear 
of a ph all io dominant mother figure, whom he 
perceives as destructive ani overpowering." 
The doctor felt the prognosis was poor1 for 
the child was content with his solution to 
his problems. The doctor also stated that the 
problem was based on early conditioning by 
mother and GodmotlJ.er who raised and encouraged 
h 1m to be a little girl. 
Mother had been a widow for thirteen years. 
Mother described fat,er as being a good hus-
band who would have made a wonderful fatl'1 er. 
After father's death, mother sent G. to livewith 
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Godmother, and she went to live with a friend. 
G· was unhappy here an:i Godmother was d ascribed 
by him to be unkind an:i punishing. Mother 
remarried during treatment an:i stated that 
step-father an:i G. get along well; step-father 
denies any problem with G. 
Mother, a young, petite woman, impressed the 
worker as being a bit dull. Mother described 
hers elf as being the fourth of six children. 
Maternal grandfather died when mother was in 
the first year of high school. She left school 
at this time to go to work and help support 
her family. Mother desoribed her early life 
as being "beautiful." Mother said she was 
very fond of maternal grandfather: maternal 
gram mother am four siblings are living, but 
mother claims she is not close to any of them. 
Mother became pregnant, and she was afraid this 
second child would develop like G. and had 
fantasied that because of her pregnancy, some-
thing would happen to her second husband. 
Mother expressed her concern over G· She felt 
it would have been different if father had been 
alive, and she could have kept him home. ~ow­
ever, mot"er resented G. when she carried 
through the social worker's suggestion of start-
ing a home for G. For a long time she suggested 
he be put into a foster home and rationalized 
it would be more beneficial for G. Mother 
stated she had whipped G. with a belt an:i there 
were soars on his back due to these spankings. 
Mother asked if wanting a girl while she was 
pregnant with G. could have contributed to 
G' s behavior. She stated without father it 
would have been easier to bring up a girl. 
!J:other stated she was anbarrassed. to tell G. 
of her pregnancy, and had step-fat•,er tell him. 
She has not given G. any sexual information. 
She felt G. should be told ani wanted the doctor 
to do it. Mother said G. >,ad slept with her 
when he came to visit on weeke nl. s. 
Mother could not tolerate tr e thoug-ht of G' s 
being effeminate. She had told him she would 
disown "1m and change her name if he did not 
ohange.as he grew older. Mother said beating 
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him does not do any good; instead she deprives 
him of an allowance. She stated she becomes 
infuriated when he cooks and she has forbidden 
it. G· does not date, am mother said she is 
ambivalent about encouraging him to join social 
groups because she knows homosexuals attend. 
"She finds great peace when he stays at home." 
1\!other was usually tense during interviews and 
drew herself up tight on the chair. She was 
resistant and broke appointment S• The social 
worker tried to help her with guilt feelings 
in G's problem but was blocked by mother from 
going directly into those factors. Although 
G· was not receptive toward treatment , he was 
not encouraged by his mother to continue. It 
was decided that mother would call back at 
the end of the summer, but she never did. 
INTERPRETATION: 
ii 
In this case, we see early conditioning by the mother 1
1
'1 
,I 
and Godmother who raised G. ani encouraged him to be a little: 
girl. Hothe r said it is easier to :reis e a girl if you do 
not have a husband to help, ani she had wanted a girl before 
G· was born. Mother rejected this boy and connected his 
birth with father's death. This was borne out when mother 
expressed her fear that something would happen to step-
father now that she was pregnant again. Mother was a puni-
tive woman and this was indicated by the scars on G' s back. 
Throug'l identification with her, G. could avoid destruction 
and perhaps gain her favor. Too, G. ani mot her so met im es 
slept together, and it would be safer for G. to sleep with 
mother as a little girl, especially when Oedipal fantasies 
were heightened by the absence of a father figure. Mother 
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!i felt guilty for her role in the development of the problem. 
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II 
I 
il "" guilt brought her into the ol1nie to aok fer help ani 
'I 
11 disabled her from using it. The problem was too threatening 
11 ani disturtling to her, and she had to deny any involvement 
11 in it. This mother, like Mrs. Synder, displaced responsi-
' 
'
1
1 bility of clinic treatment onto the child when she left the 
i final decision to continue or discontinue treatment up to G. 
I 
case IV: Case of Shirley Adams 
S, a fifteen and one half year old girl with 
an I·Q· of 113, was referred by the court when 
it was discovered that her father had, for 
five years, engaged in sex play '::ith her. It 
started after mother's return to father ana 
occurred wl1en father was drunk. The psycholo-
gist's report showed that s. was emotionally 
immature, still trying to resolve her Oedipal 
conflict and very confused about her own 
identity and what it means to be an adult 
female. The psychiatrist felt the core of the 
relationsl1ip with father "was a mutual depen-
dence." P"e felt she wante<:1 t),e sexual advances 
of father for the "nurturance it gave for the 
girl was lonely ani the relationship meant 
more than sex, it meant love." In this way 
S· transferred her strong need of dependency 
from mother to father. Mother presented other 
problems as well -feeding, convulsions, nail 
biting ani mcternal enuresis until the age of 
nine. s. felt rejected, stated that mother 
did net love her as much as her three siblings. 
The psychiatrist felt s. woulci not peilllit her-
self to show any emotion. Mother described s. 
as being sarcastic, and had recently become 
sullen and resentful. This behavior had kept 
them relatively strangers. S's activities 
centered about school, and in her relation-
ship with an undesirable group of boys. 
S· is the youngest of four children. Only 
one older sister, plus mott>er and maternal 
grandmother, is at home. Father is away and 
cannot return until his parole is up. The 
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family is Protestant and supports themselves 
by tne allowance the court decreed fatner must 
contribute to tne family. 
:Mother was one of four children, all of whom are 
dead except one brother. Hother described her 
childhood as a happy one, although she had 
every reason not to think so. When she was 
four, maternal grandmother deserted maternal 
granifather, taking an older child with her 
while maternal grandfather kept mother with 
him. Two years later maternal gram mother 
remarried and mother went to join her and step-
maternal grandfather, but continued to see 
maternal grandfather until his death. The 
social worker felt it was typical of mother's 
personality to blot out the unhappy experiences 
of her childhood. The social worker felt she 
entered into whatever life has to offer ,dtJ,out 
emotional reaction. :Mother met father when she 
was eighteen years old and married him at nine-
teen. Father was an alcoholic, and mother said 
she did not know this when she married him but 
would have married him irregardless of his 
drinking. The marriage was unhappy from the 
beginning as father was having extra-marital 
affairs, altnouglo mother did not realize tr.i s 
until S's birth. She left him when s. was 
nine years old but later went back to him 
although she had "lost all love for him and 
moved into another room." During most of her 
married life, mother used illness to escape 
unpleasant situations. She speaks of her 
undiagnosed illness as her "nervous condition." 
Since her marriage became intolerable, mother 
returned to maternal grandmother and depends 
on her for advice. Uother is ambivalent about 
having father return home. 'l'he social worker 
felt she had no strong feelings about anything, 
and that was her defense against unhappiness. 
S· was not planned for althougr. nothing had 
been done to prevent pregnancy. Mother 
olaiE,ed she gave the en ildren pl1ysical care 
but no spontaneous love and ridiculed families 
that did. :Mother told of an incident of hearing 
s. cry, but it did not occur to her to comfort 
the child. The social worker felt either 
motr er' s emotional reactions are deeply hidden 
or she does not have any. Hother described s. 
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as being "unbearable, saucy and hateful." 
:Mother is not interested in S' s plans arrl 
would allow her to go away as mother's 
helper with out crecking on the family. 
Throughout the contact, the worker felt 
mother showed less feeling about s. than 
about the other children. :Mother felt s. 
was a typical adolescent school-girl, and 
she expressed little cone ern about s. as 
she felt tre future would take care of 
it self. 
:Mother said she had no idea of fatner' s 
actions although she had noticed he favored 
S· over the other en ildren. She spoke of 
the incident as terrible but showed no 
emotional roacti on. Mother saw no connect ion 
between the problem arrl her own inadequacy as 
a wife and mother. She had absolutely no 
understanding of the problem and could only 
discuss s•s behavior and reactions on a 
superficial basis. Although maternal grand-
mother told motrer s. was running around with 
undesirable boys, mother would not believe 
or discuss it with s. The worker felt mother 
had some guilt about her refusal to have 
sexual rela tiona with father sine e this 
rejection coincided with his relationship 
with S; however, she was unable to equate it 
with her own inadequacy and wondered why s. 
resented her. 
Mother was seen for six months, She 1 iked to 
come and was friendly in a superficial way. 
She discussed herself and s. freely but with 
little feeling. She was ambivalent about con-
tinuing in treatment ani the worker felt it 
would be useless to continue for mother lacked 
emotional feeling and completely denied any 
problem. The case was closed with no improve-
ment seen. 
INTERPRI!JATION: 
In this case the mother's unmet emotional neens 
disabled her from giVing to the c'hild the love and emotional 
warmth she required· Mother had not had 1oer own dependency 
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needs fulfilled and was unable to meet S' s strong dependency 
needs. Mother had said there was not a close relationship 
between herself and S; the child never confided in mother and 
mother did not know what she was thinking. Too, father had 
strong dependency needs (as we see he is an alcoholicl which 
mother did not fulfill. Therefore, in this household where 
the wife and mother did not have enough to give, the father 
and daughter, who felt lonely and "unloved," were thrown to-
gather on a highly sexualized relationship. As had previously 
been stated in the psychiatrist's report, s. transferred her 
dependent needs onto her father. Not having had a loving, 
responsive female figure with whom to identify and having a 
father with whom she could act out her Oe(Upal fantasies, s. 
was confused as to her identifications and very hostile to-
wards her mother for having allowed this to happen. 
MotJ,er is described as being an emotionally deprived, 
controlled and repressed woman whose chief defense was to blot 
out the unJ.,appy experiences of her life. Mother could only 
express her feelings in regard to conflict tJorough what sJ.,e 
termed a "nervous condition." By denying any problem in 
relation to s., considering her a "normal, adolescent girl," 
mother could repress any emotional involvement in the situ-
ation as well as guilt for her role in it. Mother said she 
knew nothing of the situation although s1oe noticed father 
·, 
;I 
1i favored S· over the other children. 
have about M., we know when she was ~our years of age, dur-
From the material. we 
j, 
ing the Oedipal period, maternal grandmother deserted materni!i[ 
i' 
It is at tr is age that i' grandfather and left mother with him. 
the c"ild has fantasies about having the PErent of the s!3Jile 
!J sex leave, thus allowing the child to become the love object ' 
:1 of the parent of the opposite sex. Two years later when 
';I mother was six, maternal grandmother came back and took her 
I 
away from maternal grandfather and left her unable to 
adequately resolve her Oedipal fantasies towards maternal 
grandfather. This mother ignored th-e relationship between 
"er husband and daughter and, thereby, pushed the child into 
a situation with father that was an acting out of the mother'~ 
1: 
Although mother !' il own fantasies toward maternal grandfather. 
11 was willing to come into clinic, sl-Je was unable to express I 
affect, was unable to allow herself to look at the problem, 
continued to make use of her pattern of repression and, 
1 thereby, blocked all .the efforts of the case "''orker to work ,, 
\I through mother's feelings. 
1: 
!I The last case in this group involves a mother whose 
;1 attitude was one of ambivalence towards tre child. She was ~~not only ambivalent towards her daughter but was ambivalent 
! 
1 in regard to t"e problem and treatment. She finally with-
drew and had gained little insig"t into the emotional 
components of t"e girl's difficulty. 
'i 
'j 
,, 
:I 
il 
il 
case v: case of Barbara Jones 
~ is a fourteen and one half year old girl 
whose mother complained of her "sexual mis-
comuct"was referred to the clinic by relatives. 
B· had been having sexual relations aver a 
period of a few months with a seventeen year 
old boy. Referral was precipitated when B. 
met this boy on tl-te sly after she had been 
forbidden to see him. Other problems were 
negativistic behavior, nocturnal enuresis 
until thirteen, nightmares and sleep-walking. 
The psychiatrist felt B's acute difficulties 
appeared to have arisen from the conflicts 
of the Oedipal attachments to her step-father 
on the one hand ani the fantasies about her 
own father on the oth er• She had id entif ieil 
the boy with whom she had relations with h sr 
father. The P&Vchiatrist felt one of her 
conspicuous characteristics was her narcissism 
and complete self-absorption. ''She can be 
channing and seductive which has probably 
1 ed to trying conflicts with step-fatr.er." 
B. found out about her own father from cousins 
when she was quite young. llother was not 
going to tell her until she was in her teens. 
B· lived with mothez; stE~J-father, and two half-
siblings. B's own father was Catholic, but 
mother and step-father are Jewish. Economic 
status seemed secure as father co-owned a 
business with maternal uncle. Mother marri eli 
step-father when B. was five years oln. In 
reference to. her present marriage, mother 
stated she felt her first marriage was not 
a real one, it had none of the "stability 
and security which her present one doee." 
step-father said B' s difficulties had made 
it impossible for him to feel affectionate 
towards her and had caused considerable 
tens ion in his marriage. 
Mother was an attractive blonde woman 77hom 
the worker felt was "immature and narcissistic 
herself." Mother is the thiro of four children 
and stated she am her two older sisters have 
always been close. Mother gave I'.'O rl!: er the 
impression that she was maternal grandfather's 
' !, 
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favorite. Altloough he was brusque and sharp, 
s"e could "talk to him more readily than to 
maternal grandmother." Maternal grandparents 
accepted mother's first marriage; however, she 
separated from father while she was pregnant 
with B· and it was only at maternal grand-
fatl-)er's insistance that sloe divorced l->im when 
B· was less than one year old. Mother described 
maternal grandfather's antagonism toward step-
father and his insistance that B. cent inue to 
sl,are mother's bedroom. At this time mother 
was living with maternal grandparents. At 
this time five year old B. witnessed sexual 
intercourse. M. stated she had always been 
tied to and dominated by maternal grandfatrer. 
worker felt mother's relationship with B. was 
more sisterly than maternal. This was indicated 
as well by B· who spoke of mother as one might 
of an older sister. The social worker felt 
there were indications that mother identified 
B· witl-> her first husband and a paternal aunt 
when sre stated, "They have wonderful per-
sonalities and are most attractive and winning, 
but terribly mean to tl1e ir own people." \Vorker 
felt that although mother seemed quite hard 
and removed from B·, she thought l!i. also had 
real regard and sympathy for tl->e cl1ild. It 
was worker's impression that maternal relatives 
had probably given B· most of t"e affection she 
has received. Mother had said wloen B. is good, 
she is proud and affectionate wit" her, but 
when sloe is insolent and spiteful, she becomes 
discouraged and depressed. 
uother was very anxious about B' s sex be'lavior 
and was fearful it would continue although she 
had once stated that she did not believe that 
B. would have sexual relations again. M. said 
that s"e was "a passionate child and thougl->t 
that B· is too." M. was very much upset by 
B' s temper tantrums and insolent behavior and 
impressed the r..-o rker by her greater cone ern in 
that area. 
MOther was seen six times and showed an amazing 
lack of concern and anxiety about much of the 
material she had discussed. The psychiatrist 
felt that maternal grandparents emerged as 
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quite pathological people and there was 
evidence that mother J..as not worked out 
her Oedipal relationship to maternal grand-
father. The social worker stated t), at 
mother has been reluctant to come into 
clinic and found sxoilsea of one kind or 
another to cancel appointments. !.!other 
was dubious about psychiatric !,elp and 
often stated she wished B· was old enough 
to marry although she doubted her ability 
to sustain marriage. At t),e beginning of 
the summer it was decided to suspend seeing 
mother and B·, and motlJer would call in the 
fall. The following september mother came 
in and stated B's behavior was worse and 
she wanted her placed in a boarding school; 
however, she did not carry this t'1rough 
and was not seen again. The case was 
closed with no improvement seen. 
INTERPRETATIOll: 
AltJ..oug\, mother was ambivalent towards B., tl'1ere 
appeared to be a stronger element of rejection than accert-
ance in her attitude. !:!other was described as being an 
"immature and narcissistic woman" whose own conflict in the 
sexual area was being repeated by her daughter. Thinking 
of B· as a sister ratr er than a daughter and leaving B' s 
emotional needs to the care of the maternal relatives, 
motJ..er is able to retreat from her maternal responsibility. 
Motrer' s narcissistic love for B. was noted when she stated, 
"'Vhen B· is good, I .am proud and affectionate with her, but 
when she is insol ant I am depressed and discouraged." By 
not a~ng toward B· in a maternal and affectionate attitude, 
mot"er has increase~ B's anxiety in regard to ),er Oedipal 
strivings towards step-father and towards her own father, ,. 
,, 
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whom she has seen only once. Moth.er's narcissism and iden-
tification with B·, "I was passionate as a child and I guess 
il she is too," does not allow mother to become involveo in 
I 
I 
,I 
!I 
' 
the problem and treatment. If mother is to admit there is 
an emotional component to B' s actions and that B. is in need 
of psychiatric care, it would indicate to mot1oer that she, 
too, has unresolved conflicts and is in need of relp. It 
is easier for mother to become more overtly concerned over 
B' s insolent behavior and tantrums for she can identify this 
behavior with father and his family who are "charming and 
attractive but mean to their own people." 
Group II: Cases in which client continued in treatment 
The following two cases illustrate two of t1oe three 
cases out of the fifteen studied that continuen in treatment 
and saw improvement in both the child'sproblem nnd the mothe~l 
child relationshiP• Both mothers - one who was overprotecti v~ 
1 in attitude, and the other wloo was ambivalent witlo strong 
tendencies towards overprotection- were able to accept 
interpretation of their attitude towards t1oei r c" i ldren and 
their relationship to the problem. They both gained insight 
into their actions and could accept the change in tloeir 
respective child. 
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case VI; case of Frank Allen 
F., a fifteen year old boy with an I.Q. of 
110, was referred to clinic by his mother 
because of excessive masturbation, use of 
powder, lipstick and dressing up in mother's 
clothes. 1Iother did not seek help until 
she discovered F· had, while baby sitting, 
put on make-up and exhibited his genitals 
to a little girl. Mother would. often find 
pieces of her clothing and large supplies of 
cosmetics in F's room. He was somewhat 
exhibitionistic at home and ,.,ould often run 
about the house clothed only in his pajama 
tops. 
F· stated this began when he was eleven years 
old. Be would dress up in mother's clothes 
and masturbate in them. The psychiatrist 
believed that "F's fantasies at this time 
were to the effect that he was his mother 
and men were stimulating him sexually." The 
therapist felt the boy presented a curious 
conti.nation of "exhibit:bnism, homosexuality 
and transvestism." F. was also doing poorly 
in school although he had a high I.Q. 
F·, the eldest of three children, lives wit"' 
mother and father who are of an Orthodox 
Jewish background. They live in a middle-
class neighborhood and father's salary as 
a salesman is adequate to cover their needs. 
Mother is an attractive, intelligent young 
woman whom the social worker believed had 
neurotic tendencies. She described periods 
of tension in which she occasionally would 
feel suicidal. She has severe dermatitis 
that stems from an emotional basis. Hother 
is the eloest of ten siblings, five of whom 
are half-siblings. She was eight \'?hen 
maternal grandmother committed suicide and 
for a long time mother was the only one of 
the children to know of this. Maternal 
grandfather was described as being cold an:'l 
unkind. Be remarried and step-maternal 
grandmother was very selfish, partial to 
her own chili! ren and rigid in her d€1llands. 
The family was poor and mother had to dis-
continue school and help with the younger 
c~~=== 
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children. Mother said she was most compliant 
and was step-maternal grandmother's favorite. 
Mother gave a confused picture of her family 
and stated that two of her sisters are emotionally 
upset and came to "-er for ad vic e. 
Mather left home in her late teens after an 
argument with step-maternal grandmother am 
went to a maternal great aunt. \Vi thin a year 
she met and married father, her first cousin. 
:Mother had expressed little feelingabout her 
marriage but had expressed resentment against 
father's total lack of interest in the chil-
dren, especially F. Mother d ascribed father 
as being insensitive, dominating, cold and 
not affectionate. 
Mother described F. as a naive, friendly child 
who appears pathetic in his attempts to enlist 
father's interest in him. With mother ~-,e is 
openly affectionate and antagonistic towards 
his twelve year old sister. t:re has one close 
friend who is an aggressive, domineering boy. 
:Mother stated that F· was an "accident" although 
she was pleased when he was born. It was the · 
worker's impression that in her relations"-ip 
with :'f,, mother had not only acted as a. buffer 
between father and F. but had also tied F. to 
her by an overdemonstration of affection. When 
tlois was discussed with mother, sloe was able 
to use interpretation ofF's needs and wanted 
to change her overt behavior towards him. 
:!:!other was completely surprised by F's beJoavior. 
Although she had found her underwear ard stock-
ing in his room, as "'ell as cosmetics, she was 
not disturbed enough to do somet'bing about this 
behavior. Mother did not feel that she needed 
help until the baby-sitting episode occurred. 
M· stated to the social worker that she wanted 
to do something about F' s behavior. 
Mother evidenced a good deal of anxiety and 
tension. She kept appointments regularly and 
was seen for two years. For sometime, she 
dwelt almost exclusively on the complex family 
situation and her own background. She used 
the social worker's interpretation well and 
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II ~1 at the end of treatment F. load improved and 
' seemed to be making a good heterosexual 
;I adjustment. 
II INTERPRET AT ION: 
In tJois case we see a mother who continued treatment 
with the subsequent improvement in the child's behavior. 
'unlike the other cases, tJois child's problem centered more 
in his rela tionsJoip with his father who was domineering, cold,; 
unaffectionate and totally disinterested in him. Mother trie~ 
to act as a buffer for F· and give him the affection he did 
not receive from father. No doubt mother was receiving satisJ: 
faction from F's affectionate attitude towards her for she 
i had described father as being a man unable to express his lov~. 
il AltJoough mother was described by the social worker as !i 
[jbeing somewhat neurotic and said she had suicidal depressions,!; 
1i 
lshe did not need to keen F. close to her in order to satisfy 
lher own narcissistic dr~ves. Both tJoe psychiatrist and 
I social wo:rker felt that F. wanted to obtain the love of his 
! father and he felt the only way he could do tJois was through 
! 
·identification with his mother. By so doing, Joe hoped father 
would love him as he loved mother. 
Because mother could look objectively at F's problem 
without feeling threatened, she could accept treatment as a 
means of helping both herself and her child. She could allow 
F· to become more aggressive and independent without fear of '' 
losing him. 
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o., a nine and one half year old boy, was 
referred by his mother because of his effeminate 
manner and his avoidence of boys and boyisl-> 
activity. l'fis effeminate manner was seen in 
his feminine interests and mincing walk. Mother 
described o. as being infantile, timid and 
dependent. ""e never fights and stands helpless 
when he is attacked. He has one boy friend 
and prefers the company of adults. At five 
years of age ;, e was severely burnoo from tn e 
waist down. During hospitalization he never 
let anyone but mother see sign of his pain. 
l'fis present behavior dates from this time. 
Mother states there is much sibling rivalry 
between o. and his brother who is eig"'t years 
old. The younger boy is just the opposite 
from o. o. wanted to be a dress designer 
although at tl-Je end of treatment 1->e voiced 
a desire to be a doctor. The psychiatrist 
felt that o. was a very insecure boy and his 
insecurity was severe enough for him to ques-
tion the desirability of beooming a man. 
The family came to the States from Brazil 
four years before referral. The family con-
sists of mother, father, a younger male 
sibling and a nurse. The family is Catholic 
and the economio situation is good. 
Mother was described by the worker as being a 
pretty, soft-spoken woman who appeared to be 
"anxious, confused, helpless." She is t" e 
elder of two girls and grew up in a boarding 
school, although there was much close contact 
with maternal grandmotl-Jer• l~ate:conal grandfatr er 
died when mother was very young, and she stated 
she had a submissive relationship witJo maternal 
grandmother and depended upon her for tre most 
minute decision. Before her marriage, mother 
rad never been out alone in tJ->e evening. 
llother described father as a short, delicate 
looking man who could easily dominate mother, 
but s"e felt s"Je s]"lould become :inl.ependent 
and had insisted on making her own decisions. 
Father 1oas, because of long working hours, 
forced mother to talre mucl-) of the ~resp:~s:~~l=t_:;'-~~10~~~ 
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for the children, a responsibility she resents 
having to carry alone. Mother said o. and 
father do not have a close relationship, and 
o. spoke contemptuously of father, stating he 
was skinny. The therapist did not feel 
father served as an adequate male figure with 
whom Q, could identify. 
M. sc:id sl-)e had perhaJ'S s"eltered and over-
protecteii o. Tria was illustrated wl-)en 0. told 
the doctor that mother does not allow him to 
"play with fresh boys" or allow him to go to 
the beach where he might contract diseases. 
Mother does not like murder stories so Q, 
could not listen. T11e psycriatrist believed 
that one factor in O's insecurity was mother's 
attitude. "She is vecy dependent, insecure 
person herself, who is communicating her 
anxiety to 0. and giving him the kind of 
sheltering she requires for herself," The 
social worker felt mother's guilt feelings 
concerning O's accident in which mother 
stated o. acted as though it was her fault 
may have intensified her overprotective 
attitude. The psychiatrist was of the 
opinion that mother was unable to function 
as an adult wife and that by keeping o. close 
to her s11 e could keep away from father. 
"From that standpoint o. felt he could not 
go out into the world. He was afraid; he 
must keep close to mother, and the closer he 
gets the more dangerous it is to be a man," 
The social worker felt Mother was repeating 
with o. her own past experience of the ve cy 
d,ependent re:Ja tionship with maternal grand-
mother. Hotrer was dismayed to see her own 
dependence and indecision reproduced in o. 
and was vecy upset by his feminine behavior. 
Mother had a positive attitude towards treat-
ment and gains were made. S1-!e was seen for 
about one year and had been able to understand 
not only tJoe boy's problem but her own much 
better. Bother was able to discuss with the 
worker her feelings concerning aggression 
and thus allow o. to express anger. She was 
able to gain insight into her own as well as 
O's difficulty in dealing with aggressive 
feelings. I:other was able to accept O's 
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improvement, his increased maturity and 
boyish behavior, and did not have to be 
as overprotective of his actions. The 
case was close~ w"en the family was to 
return to south America with both tre boy 
and the mother improved. 
1
1 INTERPR:l!.'TATION: 
In this case we see an overprotective mother who had 
projected "er own helplessness, dependence and fear of the 
1
1 world as a dangerous place onto h ar son. With a dominee:"ing 
., 
'I mother and with a father who was not enoug;, of a dominant 
fj figure with Whom o. could identify, one solution for l,im was 
ii 
I! to become closer to his mother. By his close tie with 
!II motrer, he could be assured of security. As the psychiatrist 
' I 
1 had mentioned, getting close to mother as a man is dangerous 11 
I I 
I in lieu of Oedipal strivings; therefore, the only safe solu-
11 tion as far as o. was concerned was to identify with mother 
',I and think of himself as a little girl. I 
:1 Although mother impressed the worker as being "an.'Ciou~_, 
II 
11 confused, helpless and dependent," and t'h e psychiatrist felt " 
il "sloe was unable to fuction as an ai!ul t wife," she was able to 
II 
ii accept the c"ild' s problem and treatment. She could. accept 
!I the social worker's interpretation of her displace<'. fears 
:i and insecurity upon 0. and her subsequent overprotective 
:! 
il attitude towards him.. She could ace ept his effeminate 
I beJ,avior by allowing herself to understand that it was "er 
I 
! close tie to him, her inability to allow him to express ij 
!' 
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aggressive and hostile thoughts that drove him into an 
identifaction with her. Mother could accept O' s increased 
boyish behavior for at tJ.-e same time she was able to under-
stand her own feelings of dependence and need for security 
as well as her inhibited aggressive feelings. Mother's 
overprotectiveness was her way of projecting to o. t\" e kind 
of care she needed and which father was not giving her. 
In this case we saw a healthier attitude toward the 
problem and its sexual connotations. Mother did not have 
the need to deny this implication and could accept her role 
in it wit>,out being threatened and anxious. Basically her 
overprotectiveness was not compsensation for strong hOstile 
feelings toward the child ana her guilt was not anxiety-
il producing to the extent that she could not mobilize herself 
lj to accept treatment. 
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CFAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This paper represents a study of fifteen cases ih 
which the writer wished to find out what were the maternal 
attitudes towards children with sexual problems and their 
relation to treatment. The findings as summarized are 
representative only of tlois paper and conclusions are 
applicable only to mothers studied in this group. 
The group of children ranged from nine and one half 
to sixteen years of age and was made up of eleven boys and 
four girls. The problem of effeminacy appeared in six of 
the eleven boys. Four of tloese boys had overprotective 
mothers. The remaining two boys had rejecting mothers,. one 
had wanted a girl and the other was unable to snow any love 
:, 
11 for the child. The three boys who accosted girls had 
:I mothers who were predominantly overprotective, rejecting and 
I' 
!1 ambivalent. One boy who had exhibitionistic tendencies had 
I 
' a mother who was predominantly overprotective. Of the four 
I 
girls studied, three were referred for sexual relations with 
boys and one for incest _with her father. Striking in these 
four cases were three mothers wl-Jo were rejecting and one i: I 
I· 
mother who was ambivalent with strong leanings towards rejec~ 
i 
i tion. 
I 
I There was no outstanding relationship between 
I O~- I mato<nal attitUd• and ordinal poaition of 
i 
I 
' 
I! 
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study we see t~e overprotective mother with more than 
" one oh ild. Why she singles one oh ild out from the family cam; 
i: 
be more easily understood when we remember tn e orildren were '' 
all boys with all but one only raving female siblings. In 
i 
!I light of the information on these mothers, we see that 
1
1 masculinity is closely equated with sexuality, an area in 
I which they cannot allow themselves or their sons to develop 
I healtny attitudes. 
!I 
il The writer would like to answer the questions tJoat 
were asked in the first chapter. 
I. What are the maternal attitudes toward onildren 
with sexual problems and what is their rela-
tionship to the problem? 
A breakdown of the maternal attitudes revealed tnat 
six mothers, or two-fifths, were overprotective. Another 
six, or two-fiftns, were rejecting and the rel"!'aining three, 
or one-fifth, were ambivalent in regard to the children. 
In the oases studied it was seen that tne over-
protective mothers all had sons. Their domineering and 
tnreatening manner with their sons kept them close to then, 
tl-)ereby fostering a feminine ident ifioation by the approval 
of passive feminine interests and a isapproval of masculine 
aggressiveness. Too, these women nave married men who are 
inhibited and passive and not strong figures after whom theirl 
I 
sons can pattern themselves. 1 
li 
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In the ~ase of the reje~ting mothers, it was seen 
that these women were threatening to their sons, who felt 
II 
:'n ,. 
they ~ould only gain their mothers' love through 
with her. 
id enti ficati~n 
Of the four girls seen, three had re.jecting mothers 
and one had a mother whose attitude was ambivalent but with 
tendencies towards rej ection. crere we see demonstrated the 
girls rushing into promis~uous affairs be~ause of the lack 
of love given by the mother and because of their Oedipal 
strivings toward the father of whi~h they are fearful. 
The ambivalent mothers had strong leanings towards 
either re,jection or overprotection am their children 
reacted to this attitude in the same manner as the chil<1ren 
in the above two groups. 
rr. What is the nature of tre personality 
pattern in these mothers? 
,, 
I ,, 
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These mothers were found to be nervous, narcissistic,!. 
anxious, sexually repressed, aggressive, domineering women 
[I who had unsatisfactory relationships l'li th their parents as 
11 well as with their husbands. There ap,Jeared to be a dislike 
il of their mothers and either excessive hostility or close tie 
I 
towards their fathers. The marital status of tl'1 ese •.•.'omen 
was not entirely satisfactory. Two were widows, one child 
was illegitimate and, from the brief material gathered in 
the remaining twelve ~ases, one gets a picture of a more 
dominant female figure wit)] a weak, ineffectual man who is 
unable to meet the affectional needs and satisfactions of 
these women. 
Nine mothers stated they had not been given sexual 
information and thirteen could not discuss it with their 
children. Many of the women entered marriage with no 
knowledge of sex. As was told by two mothers who were 
horrified over menstruation and what it meant, they could 
not discuss sex with the workers for it was too anxiety-
provoking and threatening to thEm. Four mothers whose sons 
presented effeminate behavior were fearful of the satisfaction 
they were receiving by their sons' affectionate overtures. 
One mother was seductive in having her son sleep with her; 
another, the worker felt, was seductive by lying down with 
her son to calm his temper tantrums. The women whose sons 
were exhibiting behavior of exhibitionism and accosting girls 
were fearful of sexual discussion and could not ace ept tr ei r 
sons' sexual urges and curiosity that lead to their behavior. 
III. ~ow does the maternal attitude towards the 
child affect the mothers' acceptance of 
the probl EJil'f 
It was found that in the problems presented in this 
study the overprotective mother in all but one instance 
denied the problem. She could not accept th.at anything was 
the matter with her child for that would indicate there was 
something wrong with her. 
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The six rejecting mothers did not deny the problem; 
tn fact, two felt guilty for their part in it. Although they, 
"=== 
' accepted the problem, they did not have any understanding nor' 
awareness of the emotional c om:ponent, nor could they, like 
the overprotective mother, accept the sexual interpretation 
of the problem, and they treated the child in a punitive 
! 
I' 
!I manner for his behavior. 
1i Two ambivalent mothers considered their child's 
I' 
i behavior as an impulsive act that would not reoccur. They 
were not willing madmit the behavior was a symptom of'an 
underlying probl Elll• The one ambivalent mother wr o could 
I ~~ accept the problem was not so closely identified with the 
II child and, therefore, could admit the child's behavior as a 
II 
! 
1 problem. 
rv. Fow does mother's attitude toward the child 
and the problem affect the denial or accept-
ance of treatment? 
Of the fifteen cases presented, only tl:1ree mothers 
accepted treatment. Five of the siX overprotective mothers 
withdrew from treatment with both child and mother unimprovedJ 
Five of tl-Je siX rejecting mothers withdrew without eny changei; 
I 
in the mother's attitude and without improvenent of the under~ ,, 
lying emotional component in tre child's problem. Two of 
the ambivalent mothers withdrew without any change noted. 
In the group of twelve mothers who did not continue 
in treatment and in the one rejecting mother who could not 
change in treatment, we find domineering, rigid women who 
are strict in their controls of the child. The rejecting !: 
II 
·-r 
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lj mot~ers could not change their attitude toward the child 
:I and only considered the problem from a punitive point of 
view because they were too thre11t ened and guilty to ace ept 
help. 
The overprotective mothers who could not change were 
found either to be compensating for re.jedtion or using tr e 
child to satisfy their own unmet needs. TJoese ·.-,omen could 
not accept the sexual component in the nroblem. 
The women who withdrew in this study were similar _, 
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to those women who withdrew in the study made by Pearl Lodgen~· 
!: 
The women studied in this paper, like those women who': 
i: 
withdrew from treatment, were inclined to be domineering, 
aggressive, nervous, rejecting and compensating for their 
rejection through overprotection. The more important fact 
il is that these women would not have received ~treater satisfac-
!1 tion from a normally independent child. 
11 On the whole the two women who continued and changed 
i' in treatment were basically overprotective of their childrenol' 
This overprotective attituile was not solely to meet the 
1 
emotional neeils of these mothers, but was their way of pro-
i tecting their sons from a dangerous world ann rejecting fathef• 
il 
il Although these women were not any happier in their , 
marital status and their attitude towards sex was inhibited, 
there was a more positive source of maternal love.• Their 
r~~~~ 
II 
II 
,, 
li 
II tie to their sons was not entirely a narcissistic need to 
ilconsider their children as a continuation of tremselves, but 
/i rather t1oeir way of protecting their sons from danger and 
il II unhappiness. These women referred themselves to the clinic; 
/jthey were able to make a meaningful relationship with tre 
II social 'Yorker; they could accept interpretation of t"eir 
,, 
!\behavior and subsequently allow their sons to be more aggres-
! 
lsive and independent wit,.,out feeling threatened. 
II In general t"i s appears to be an unhappy group of 
llmothers who are still reacting to early deprivations of love. 
,, 
'i 
!They appear unhappy in tl" eir marital relationsh:ipl, inhibited 
jand repressed in the sexual area and appear to be using the 
lchild to fulfill the emotional needs they cannot obtain 
~througr treir other relationships with people. ?/itr the boys 
jthis strong tie to the mother prevents them from solving the 
'Oedipal struggle, causing confusion of sexual identificRtion, 
repression of sexual thoughts and curiosity and the lack of 
,[ 
~~satisfaction at each stage of psychosexual development thus 
ljcausing t,_,em to fixate at an infantile stage aE growtb. 
,I 
I With the girls the mothers' inability to meet their 
/dependency needs, to help them resolve tre Oedipal attraction 1,: 
for the father, have pushed t,_,em into promiscuous relations 
in three cases and actual acting out tre Oedipal fantasy in 
another. 
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Thus we see how these mothers rave projected their 
own conflicts in the sexual area onto treir children who are 
acting out the mothers' owh feelings. These women cannot 
allow their c!,ildren to be treated and change, leaving ther:J 
,it!-! unsatisfied e:notional needs. These mothers, on the 
hole, cannot accept treatr:Jent for anotl-ter reason: it will 
~ring to the surface old anxieties and conflicts they !,ave 
!repressed and suppressed with defenses of denial, projection 
,rnd compulsive, rigid, controlling behavior. 
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APPENDIX 
SC>'::IDULE 
I. Description of the Problem 
a. sex of child 
b. age at onset 
c. age at referral 
a. personality of child 
e. reason for referral 
f, severity of problem 
g. additional problems 
II· Family Background 
A· cultural Factors 
a. religion 
b. ethnic group 
C• economic status 
employment of wage earner 
professional 
white collar 
laborer 
B· Family Composition 
a. ordinal position 
sex of siblings 
b. marital status 
quality 
relationship between parents 
III· Maternal Attitude 
.A. Personality of liother 
a. relationship to maternal grandparents 
b. relationship to siblings 
c. relationship to father 
B· Attitude toward Child 
a. accepted, rejected, etc. 
b. with whom does she identify him 
c • .Attitude toward Problem 
a. court referred 
b. self referred 
c. denial - acceptance 
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D· Attitude toward Treatment 
rv. case summary and Impressions 
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